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THE STANDARDS APPLIED: TEACHING DATA VISUALIZATION

Martin van Reeuwijk
Freudenthal Institute, Utrecht University, The Netherlan

As part of the project Design, Development and Assessment in Mathematics Education, I
four weeks at Whitnall High School in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, testing a booklet on descriptive
tistics calledData Visualization(Freudenthal Institute 1989). This textbook was developed
1989 by the Freudenthal Institute’s Research Group on Mathematics Education of the Univ
of Utrecht in The Netherlands in cooperation with Gail Burrill of Whitnall High School. Espec
ly written for this project, the booklet is based on the NCTM’sCurriculum and Evaluation Stan-
dards (1989) and on the philosophy of ‘realistic mathematics education’ developed by the
search group of Utrecht University.

According to this philosophy mathematics originates from daily life and should be a useful
in solving problems in real-life situations. Mathematics is seen as an integrated subject in w
such parts as geometry, algebra, arithmetic, calculus, and statistics are very much related
of the ingredients of ‘realistic mathematics education’ are developing a critical attitude, un
standing the underlying concepts, and using mathematics in problem-solving situations. The
gredients are also reflected in the Data Visualization program.

Goals and materials

One goal of the project at Whitnall High School was to identify the problems that students
teachers encountered in using a textbook that presented mathematics according to the phil
of realistic mathematics education, a new departure for the students and teachers at Whitna
other goal of the project was to develop what Thomas Romberg calls an ‘existence proof’ fo
curriculum and evaluation standards, that is, to demonstrate the possibility of teaching math
ics as described in theStandardsdocument by using realistic contexts and problems. This meth
of instruction does not isolate mathematics but embeds it in real-life situations, presenting th
portunity to teach not only lower-level mathematics content but such equally important highe
der skills such as problem solving, modeling, and critical attitude. The American standards
many ways comparable to the Dutch philosophy of realistic mathematics education. To refle
change in teaching mathematics, a new method of teaching was also devised.

Besides using the bookData Visualization(Freudenthal Institute 1989), a set of tests was co
structed and tried out during the four-week project.

Some first impressions

In September 1989, the teachers of the mathematics department at Whitnall High School
algebra classes usingData Visualizationinstead of the regular algebra textbook. The book w
used in seven algebra classes: two low-level classes (11th- and 12th-grade students), four
classes (grades 9 and 10), and one honors class (9th-grade students). Six different teache
involved.
The number of students and their ages are given in table 1. No significant differences were
in gender distribution; every class had as many boys as girls.

For three and a half weeks, I attended most of the classes, either sitting in the back of the
room or walking around while the students were working in groups or by themselves. I made n
of what was happening and talked with the students and their teachers. The findings were bo
citing and discouraging.

Martin van Reeuwijk teaches at the Freudenthal Institute, Utrecht University, The Netherlands. He has be
1
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volved with reform in upper secondary mathematics education in The Netherlands and coordinates the M
School Project as carried out by the University of Wisconsin-Madison and the Freudenthal Institute.

The author is a researcher working at the Research Group on Mathematics Education and the Mathematica
puter Centre (OW&OC) of the University of Utrecht in The Netherlands. Professor Jan de Lange is the pres
rector of this research group. The project Design, Development and Assessment in Mathematics Education w
ried out by the Freudenthal Institute and NCRSME (Madison, Wisconsin) at Whitnall High School, Green
Wisconsin. TheData Visualizationproject in 1989 had a follow-up in 1990 with the bookletMatrices (NCTM
1988).

During the first week, we had to concentrate on reviewing such basic skills as percents and
tions, since the students seemed to have lost some of the basic mathematics and arithmet
over the summer. After refreshing these basic skills, the students remembered the mathem
rules and tricks, but other difficulties developed. The students did not know how to use the m
ematics in new situations. Although they were able to answer a question that looked familiar
solve a problem they had seen before, in new situations they did not know what to do or wh
start in solving a problem. The transfer of mathematical knowledge was quite low.

For example, bar graphs were drawn on the map of the world, representing the urban an
population in several parts of the world from 1950 to 2025 (predicted numbers). See figure

Figure 1: Growth of urban population compared to that of rural population (1950-2025)

Many students did not know what to do when asked to compute the growth of the urban popu
compared with the growth of the rural population. The calculation was not that difficult, but
problem for them was where to start. The first challenge was to read the graphs; then they
translate the information into mathematical form (mathematization); and finally they had to d
calculation.
2
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For example, to find the urban population in 1950 one has to estimate the height of the whi
compared with the height of the black one. The black bar is three times as high as the whit
so one-fourth of the total population in 1950 (0.12 billion) was living in cities.The difficulty w
the integration of measuring, estimation, and simple arithmetic to find out that the urban po
tion in 1950 was 30 000 000 people. The problem was not the mathematics but rather how
it in a real-life situation.

The idea that a question can have more than one right answer or that a discussion about
lem, even in mathematics, is possible were also new experiences to most of the students. E
ing the teacher to know the one and only answer, the students had no experience in deriv
answer through discussion, that is, thinking about possible answers and giving reasons wh
chose a particular answer to a question.

A good example of a problem that elicits discussion is the problem about the number of p
officers killed by hour of day in 1966-1975. The data were presented in a bar chart having a b
every hour, or twenty-four bars. But instead of on a horizontal axis representing hours, the
were presented in the format of a twenty-four-hour clock (see fig. 2).

Figure 2: Law-enforcement officers killed by hour of day: 1966-1975

Questions like ‘Compute the number of officers killed per hour’ or ‘Draw a bar chart with a h
izontal axis’ caused no problems for the students. But the last question on this problem, ‘For w
group of persons is this graph interesting and in what way could it be used,’ seemed to be
‘difficult’. The students did not know how to answer. So the teacher tried to stimulate them by
ing a possible answer, ‘For politicians who want to make the neighborhood safer.’

After a while the students began to understand the problem, and then they produced s
answers. One of them made the critical observation, ‘There is not enough information given
graph doesn’t tell me for what city and in what situation the officers were killed. Maybe we h
to split the graph in different graphs.’ The teacher had not thought about this aspect of the pro
and so felt insecure about having lost control in class. The teacher stopped the discussion an
on to the next problem, just when the students had begun to show initiative. Another diffic
arose when the class finally agreed on an answer: the students had to formulate their ans
correct English sentences. They were used to giving an answer in the ‘answer box’ on the
and answers to mathematics questions were mostly numbers or yes and no answers. Here t
to explain their answers, and they had problems with that approach. Writing and communic
within mathematics is certainly not a trivial goal.
3
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Group work and cooperation

To facilitate the discussion and thinking, we formed groups of four or five students. For m
working in a group and cooperating with each other were new experiences. Some found th
cept of group work difficult because it entails the cooperation of individuals in a group. Some
of the group work were to help students develop a feeling of responsibility to the other membe
the group, to organize the group work, to help each other if necessary, and to divide the
among the members of the group. During the first or second lesson, the groups were formed.
group consisted of a facilitator, a reporter, a leader, and someone who did the computation

The bookletData Visualizationstarted with an urbanization map of the world. The problems
the first chapter were all associated with this map, and the students were asked to do thes
lems in their groups. In the first week while they sat in their groups, they did the problems i
pendently. Everyone wrote down the answers: no discussion or cooperation took place. But
work improved during the course of the project.

For example, a problem from chapter 1 on which the students worked individually within t
groups is shown in figure 3. The two circle diagrams represent the urbanization of China in
and 1980. ‘What factor, the total growth of the population or the trend of moving to cities, p
the most important role in China?’

Figure 3: Urbanization in China for the years 1949 and 1980

To answer this question one has to look very carefully at the two circle diagrams and do some
putations. In many groups the students tended to think individually about this problem. Wh
approached a group of students and asked them how they answered the question, they indiv
told me their answers and wanted to continue with the next problem. When I asked about
reaction to the answers of their fellow students, only then did they start to think about and di
the different answers. As yet no group work had occurred spontaneously: I was the facilita

After some weeks the situation improved. For example, in chapter 6 a list with the top t
television programs was presented. The list was based on the Nielsen ratings, and for eve
gram the sponsoring network was also mentioned. A portion of the list is given in table 2.
Nielsen ratings reflect the percents of the viewing audience that watched the show.
In class the students were asked to make three separate tables for the three networks NB
and ABC, and then to make three box plots and compare them. The result of one student’s
is given in figure 4. Finally the students were asked, ‘Is it right to compare the three box plots
whose interest do the box plots serve?’ The students in the groups divided the work; one m
of each group made a table for each network. One student read the numbers from the te
another wrote them down. Then they compared the three different tables, and a discussio
lowed to decide on the best way to draw the three different box plots: ‘When we have to com
them, we have to draw them on the same scale.’ In response to the question ‘Is it right to co
the three box plots?’ the group came up with different answers: ‘Yes, because ...’ and ‘No, be
...’ They could defend every answer, and the student with the clearest handwriting wrote dow
answers of the group on a single sheet of paper. The group work improved, and seeing the c
was exciting.
4
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After the first week of the project, problems with the new mathematics decreased drastically
dents were interested in the class and commented that they liked mathematics now more th
fore, that it was not so boring, and that they had discovered that mathematics can be used
life situations. When questions arose about homework, they came after school to discuss
Even the low-level and least motivated students got involved in the data-visualization uni
liked it.

Figure 4: One student’s work showing box plots for major networks; Nielsen Ratings are on the horizontal a
NSC has the best-rated TV program.

For example, one Malaysian student whose spoken English was hard to understand had no
with his fellow students. He sat in the back of the classroom, and the teacher told me that h
great difficulty with learning. During the four weeks he started to enjoy mathematics, he a
questions in class - very rudimentary ones, but exhibiting his new involvement. He tried to un
stand the discussion, and even after school he came to the teacher to get answers to his qu
At the end of four weeks, when I was leaving, he told me that he now had discovered the u
mathematics and that he liked it. He showed me his solution to the problem ‘Compute the av
size of a family.’ The problem is shown in figure 5. This problem was from the second chapt
the textbook, and when it had first been assigned, the boy hadn’t understood how to solve
after four weeks, he told me that he finally understood the question and he was satisfied t
had learned something. Rather than talking about cars, girlfriends or boyfriends, or sports,
served that the students were now concentrating on mathematics for the duration of the
5
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Figure 5: A problem from ‘Data Visualization’ (Freudenthal Institute 1989) on family size.
The question is to compute the average size of a family.

To teach or not to teach

The teachers, however, appeared to have more difficulty with the new approach to mathe
than did the students. Traditionally, teachers tell students about a new theory or explain
mathematical rule, do some examples on the chalkboard or overhead projector, and assig
lems in the textbook. They found it difficult to accept the notion that ‘the best way of teachin
not to teach,’ as the director of the Freudenthal Institute, Jan de Lange, has said. For a tea
change teaching methods, developed over years of experience and practice, and to allow s
to discover solutions by themselves instead of explaining them requires a considerable amo
rethinking and concentration on a new philosophy. Good preparation of the teachers of a p
like this is very important. Developers cannot tell a teacher, ‘You have to change, throw away
teaching method, and let the students discover the mathematics hy themselves.’ A teacher
student, has to find out by himself or herself what it is to do mathematics trough a new appro

In this project, however, the teacher preparation was poor. The project started in Septe
1989. The first classes were conducted on a Wednesday, the books had arrived on the p
Monday, and I, as the person who could give some support, had arrived on the day in bet
Too little time was allowed to preview the project with the six teachers involved. This poor p
aration might have been the cause of some of the difficulties the teachers experienced dur
first weeks.

During the course of the project we had meetings every week to talk about the problem
they had encountered. The teachers expected that I would tell them what to do and how to
they felt insure because a lot of the methods of teaching they had developed were not appr
for the content of this project. They found it difficult to be confronted with students who gave
swers that they hadn’t thought about and to facilitate a discussion of which they could lose co
Teacher and students are more nearly equal in this new situation, and teachers need time to
accustomed to this idea.

Let us consider another mathematical question that can be answered in different ways.
of the answers is ‘the best’; the answer depends on the argumentation. Take a look at the in
tion in figure 6. By adding the results of all students in one class and dividing the sum by the
ber of students in that class, solvers can compute the mean average. That’s not difficult. The
average for class A is higher than the mean average for class B. So from the teachers pers
class A performed better on the test, and when one of the students shared her opinion, the q
was settled and the lesson went on. However, one of the groups had a discussion about a
possible correct answer. They concluded that class B performed better because in that cl
6
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chance to get a higher score is higher than the chance in class A. They didn’t look at the av
but at the number of results lower than 50. The teacher didn’t notice the discussion in this g
and a good opportunity for interaction was missed. In situations like these, teachers felt un
fortable because their answer was not exclusively the right answer to the question.

Figure 6: Results of two classes of a mathematics test presented in a stem-leaf display.
The numbers in the middle column represent the tens, for example, two students in class A have a score of 82 a

one student in class B has a score of 82.

However, the teachers were willing to change, and after four weeks they had become more
fortable with the approach, explaining less and allowing the students to explore on their ow

Some impressions on assessment

The first test that we tried out in the project was a traditional, restricted-time written test tha
to be completed in fifty minutes and was given after two weeks. The problems presented in th
asked for thinking, not merely reproducing what was learned during the first two weeks. Altho
the students had difficulty with this new approach, they showed some nice, creative solutio

The second test was an open test; the students were asked to design a test for their fello
dents that could be used at the end of the project. In pairs and in groups the students designe
original and creative tests. They collected information from magazines and newspapers to d
problems that were very related to real life.

The third test was also a restricted-time written test, and the fourth was a take-home tes
dents were asked to rewrite an article on the problem of overpopulation in Indonesia using th
tistical techniques and graphical-representation methods they had learned during the four w
Especially the second and fourth assessment tasks were part of the educational process,
dents got the opportunity to show what they did know instead of what they didn’t know. The
tests showed us that the differences between the low-level classes and the honors class w
big. Most of the students could solve the problems, and the solutions differed primarily in the
of formalization and abstraction.

Summary

The four weeks of this project were interesting and demonstrated that it is possible to ch
mathematics education in the United States. The difficulties that students and teachers ha
action to a new approach to mathematics were the same as those experienced in The Neth
when the mathematics curriculum was changed. It is interesting to see that American stu
don’t differ compared with the students in The Netherlands. After some weeks, they see the
7
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of this new way of learning mathematics, and they get involved and like it. When one can a
mathematics in real-life situations, it becomes much more motivating to study mathematics

For teachers, on the contrary, the change is much harder. The teacher is no longer the pr
of new theories and explainer of new ideas but more a facilitator. We learned that good pre
tion and support of teachers is very important. The best way to ensure that teachers understa
embrace the changes is to have them first play the role of students and go through the learni
cess themselves. Creating opportunities for teachers to share experiences and to learn fro
other is also important to the success of the endeavor.

Implementing the curriculum and evaluation standards with the current teaching materia
pears to be hard. Theses materials don’t have open questions, real-life problems, and appli
in the way we tried inData Visualization.
Although this unit’s main focus is on descriptive statistics, connections are made with such
mathematical areas as geometry and algebra. Real-life situations are used not only to ap
mathematics but also to promote the mathematics to start with; mathematics is ‘reinvented’
students in this method. The new approach gives students the opportunity to solve proble
different levels of abstraction and formalization. Students get involved and, it is hoped, inc
their self-confidence when they discover that they can solve mathematical problems. Furthe
if assessment is part of the educational process and tests and alternative assessment task
lated to what is done in class, students will be increasingly motivated to learn mathematics

Although changing the mathematics curriculum is not unduly difficult, it appears that a ch
in teaching methods will be a much more difficult challenge. But the fact that students bec
excited about working on a more equal basis with teachers and doing useful things in mathe
class will certainly help to make the change easier. To illustrate the feelings of students and
ers at the end of the project, I conclude with two quotations. One student inquired, ‘Do we r
have to go back to number math and stop doing thinking math?’ And one teacher summariz
was a struggle but worthwhile because I know that all my students have learned some useful
ematics.’

This article has been published in Mathematics Teacher, 85 (7), 513-518 (1992)
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